In this paper we prove that if R is a purely infinite Rickart C*-algebra or a purely infinite right N,rcontinuous regular ring, then R is an infinite sum ring and hence Kt(R) = 0 for all /.
1.
Introduction. An infinite sum ring is a ring R such that R = 2R as right modules and there exists an injective unit preserving ring homomorphism from R to R which satisfies certain properties (see below for definition). Wagoner proved in [6] that if R is an infinite sum ring, then K^R) = 0 for all /'.
On the other hand P. Menai and J. Moncasi proved in [4] that if R is a purely infinite Rickart C*-algebra or a purely infinite regular right self-injective ring, then 7C,(7?) = 0. In this paper we extend these results by proving that purely infinite Rickart C*-algebras and purely infinite right S0-continuous regular rings are infinite sum rings.
2. Notation and background results. All rings considered here are associative with 1. Recall that a ring R is said to be regular (von Neumann) if for every x G R there exists ye/i such that x = xyx. In that case, the set of principal right ideals, L(RR), forms a lattice. If L(RR) is upper S "-continuous, i.e., every countable subset of L(RR) has a supremum in LiRR) and (00 \ 00
for every A g L(Rr) and every countably ascending chain 7?, < B2 < • • • in L(RR), then R is called right H^-continuous. Let R be a ring with involution *. An element e G R is said to be a projection if e2 = e = e*; and R is called a Rickart *-ring if for all x g R there exists a projection e generating the right annihilator of x, that is, r(x) = eR. Since R possesses an involution this definition is left-right symmetric so the left annihilator of x, \(x), is also generated by a projection.
A Rickart C*-algebra is a C*-algebra that is also a Rickart*-ring. In that case the set of projections forms an X "-complete lattice, that is every countable set of projections has an infimum and a supremum.
Two idempotents e, f of a ring 7? are said to be equivalent if there exist elements x g eRf, y G fRe with xy = e and yx = f. If e, f are projections in a ring with involution and we can choose y = x*. then e,f are said to be ^-equivalent.
If e.f are idempotents or projections, the notation e < / means eR Q fR and e < f means e ~ g for some g < /, where the symbol ~ denotes equivalence for idempotents and «-equivalence for projections. (We refer the reader to [2, 3] for general theory on *-rings and regular rings respectively.)
We state the following lemma which is more or less known for Rickart C «-algebras.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a right S ^-continuous regular ring iRickart C*-algebra). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R = 2R as right R-modules.
(ii) There exists a sequence, {en}, of orthogonal idempotents (projections), all equivalent to 1 (*-equivalent) and Ve"7\ = 7<(V'en = 1).
Proof. Suppose 7? is a right N "-continuous regular ring and assume that R = 2R as right /^-modules. Then we can construct a sequence, {/"}, of orthogonal idempotents, all equivalent to 1. Set fR = V/"7v. Now fR < R and 7? < fR, hence 3. The results. If R is a purely infinite Rickart C«-algebra, then by Lemma 2.1, R is ring isomorphic to M2(R), so R is semihereditary and we have the following result noted by Handelman that will be used in Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.1 (Handelman).
A semihereditary Rickart C*-algebra has polar decomposition .
Proof. See, for example, [ ixJT) = axn = w*bx" = w*(xn+l/2").
On the other hand x*¿ = 0 so xfiww* = 0 and since the involution is proper, right multiplication by x" yields w*xQ = 0. Hence tp, ip are given by left multiplication by w, w* respectively as claimed. are mutually inverse and en = ß"ß()a^a" for n > 0 is a sequence of orthogonal idempotents all equivalent to 1 and VenR = R.
Proof. Let {/"}"^" be a sequence of orthogonal idempotents, all equivalent to 1
with Vf,R = R which exists by Lemma 2.1.
Fix xn, yn G R such that
x"yn=f"->'"-*"= ! for all «>0.
Set F, S, tp, \p as in Lemma 3.2. Now since R is purely infinite we see by [3, Corollary 14 .13] that R is right S*"-injective, so S = EndRiF) and hence cp, xp are given by left multiplication by some elements /?,, al respectively. Now if we define a" = y0 and /?" = x0 it is easily seen that the matrices (::)■ »a ft) are mutually inverse, and observing that ß!ß0a0a';R = ß?ß0R = ß?x0R = x"R = f"R the proof is complete. D Theorem. Let R be a purely infinite Rickart C*-algebra or a purely infinite right N ^-continuous regular ring. Then R is an infinite sum ring.
Proof. Suppose R is a purely infinite Rickart C*-algebra. Let {e"}ll>0 be a sequence of projections as in Lemma 3.2 and put x" = ß"ß(). Then x* = a0a", en = xnx*, and x*xn = 1 for all n > 0. Set F, S as in the lemma and consider the ring homomorphism~ : R -* End^F) r -» r: x" -* x"r. so a0r/}" + ß1rxal = rx which completes the proof for Rickart C «-algebras. For purely infinite right S "-continuous regular rings, the proof is similar. In this case, one uses Lemma 3.3 instead of Lemma 3.2, and since S = EndÄ(F), the result follows. D Corollary.
Let R be a purely infinite Rickart C*-algebra or a purely infinite right X ^-continuous regular ring. Then K¡iR) = 0 for all i g Z.
Proof. [6, Corollary 2.5] . D
